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Introduction

Astronomy Machine Learning
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Astronomy, a quick reminder
Our offices are on the 5th floor.
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Astronomy, a quick reminder

Actual footage of
office 523 graduate

students

Our offices are on the 5th floor.
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Credits: NASA, ESA, CSA, and STScI4



Data surveys
in Astronomy

with great universe comes great data!

The new generation data
surveys are collecting more
and more data therefore
new fast methods are
needed.

Credits: J. Kremer 2017
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and, with great power comes great responsability
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Machine learning in Astronomy
In the journal Astronomy&Astrophysics, papers showing up with the
following keywords

José-Víctor Rodríguez et all, 20227 

https://wires.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Rodr%C3%ADguez%2C+Jos%C3%A9-V%C3%ADctor


"Machine learning is the process of computers
changing the way they carry out tasks by learning
from new data, without a human being needing to

give instructions in the form of a program"

- Cambridge Dictionary
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https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/process
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/computer
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/changing
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/carry
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/task
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/learning
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/data
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/human
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/need
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/instructions
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/form


Why is everyone talking
about ML?

to analyze large quantities of data
for time-domain astronomy, events changing in the observation time

exoplanets
stars light curves
Sun patterns
locating asteroids
classify objects in astronomical images
etc

It is useful:
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Why is everyone talking
about ML?

 Machine learning can process data (once trained) much faster than other
techniques.
It can  analyze that data for us without our instructions on how to do it

Let me show you

It sounds like a dream,
right?
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Some applications I worked on

02

Nothing works better
than examples
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ML in different data domains

Gravitational
waves data

 

Astronomical
telegrams

 

Strong lens
detection
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Credit: Zadrożny, Grespan Credit: Grespan, accepted Credit: Grespan et al., in prep 



Gravitational waves 
Gravitational waves are 'ripples' in space-time caused by some of the most violent and
energetic processes in the Universe

Credits: R. Hurt/Caltech-JPL
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Gravitational waves 
Gravitational waves are 'ripples' in space-time caused by some of the most violent and
energetic processes in the Universe

Credits: R. Hurt/Caltech-JPL
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Credit: Grespan, accepted 



Gravitational waves 
Gravitational waves are 'ripples' in space-time caused by some of the most violent and
energetic processes in the Universe

B. P. Abbott et al, 2017

Credits: R. Hurt/Caltech-JPL
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Credit: Grespan, accepted 



First BNS GW detection
Multi-messenger astronomy 

Detected on  17 August  2017

Going down the memory lane ...

Angelis & Mallamaci. (2018). Gamma-Ray Astrophysics. 
 

 G. Hallinan et al., A Radio Counterpart to a Neutron Star Merger, 16 October 2017, Science, 358, 1579.

Troja et al.,2017
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ML warm up
Which is the preferable GW
representation for a CNN?

 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been used as
a tool in GW astrophysics with a variety of applications,
such as GW detection, parameter estimation, denoising of
GW signals, glitches, and noise transients classification. 

In the literature, we found 13 papers about GW detection 9
used time domain data, and 3 used spectrograms.

17 Credit: Grespan, accepted 



Spectrograms show the evolution in
time of the frequency contribution.
Spectrograms show the frequency
domain content evolution in time,
namely the FFT at each, user-
defined, time step. 

Spectrogram
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Credit: Grespan, accepted 



Fourier Transform

The Fourier transform (FT)
evidences which frequencies are
more present in a signal. 
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Credit: Grespan, accepted 



Did you read CNN and got
scared?
Convolutional Neural Network

Credits: https://towardsdatascience.com/
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ML warm up
Which is the preferable GW
representation for a CNN?

 

Binary Neutron stars mergers (BNS) are of particular interest
for the possibility of multi-messenger astronomy. This practice
requires fast computations for having the chance of a follow-up in
different observing band
The signal is hidden in the noise and can last up to a couple of
minutes.

21

Credit: G
respan, accepted 
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ML warm up
Which is the preferable GW
representation for a CNN?

 

Binary Neutron stars mergers (BNS) are of particular interest
for the possibility of multi-messenger astronomy. This practice
requires fast computations for having the chance of a follow-up in
different observing band
The signal is hidden in the noise and can last up to a couple of
minutes.

work presented at the IAUGA meeting 2022, Busan Korea.
Conference proceeding in preparation
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Credit: G
respan, accepted 



ML in different data domains

Gravitational
waves data

 

Astronomical
telegrams

 

Strong lens
detection
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Credit: Zadrożny, Grespan Credit: Grespan, accepted Credit: Grespan et al., in prep 



ML in different data domains

Gravitational
waves data

 

Astronomical
telegrams

 

Strong lens
detection
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ATels
https://www.astronomerstelegram.org

Some events in astronomy need a fast response,
for instance short gamma ray bursts afterglow.
Some times there is not enough time to link all
information in the ATels and find an eventual
trend.

Why automated checks of the ATels are important:

We check if available Natural Language processing
(NLP) models are good for science texts.

27



Natural Language processing
branch of artificail intelligence concerned
with giving computers the ability to
understand or reproduce text and
spoken words in much the same way
human beings can.

In this field are used different
architectures than for instance object
detection 

''NLP made it possible for machine to become
our friend''
- BIll Gates28

Credit:http://dreamdocs.ru/



Hugging face

Credit: https://huggingface.com
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ATels
https://www.astronomerstelegram.org

Let's ask some questions to the model

30

Credit: Zadrożny, Grespan in
prep.

Models from https://huggingface.co



ATels
https://www.astronomerstelegram.org

Models from https://huggingface.co

Let's ask some questions to the model

31

Credit: Zadrożny, Grespan in
prep.



ATels
https://www.astronomerstelegram.org

 

Do domain language trained models work?

32

Models from https://huggingface.co Credit: Zadrożny, Grespan in
prep.



ATels - Sum up
https://www.astronomerstelegram.org

 

There's the need for domain specific NLP models
Possibility for new insights in periodic events!

Credit: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.00590.pdf33



ML in different data domains

Gravitational
waves data

 

Astronomical
telegrams

 

Strong lens
detection
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Credit: Zadrożny, Grespan Credit: Grespan, accepted Credit: Grespan et al., in prep 



Gravitational Strong lensing
Gravitational lensing refers to the bending of light trajectories by a big gravitational
potential, which,  distorts space-time altering the wave propagation.

35
Image credit: ALMA (ESO/NRAO/NAOJ), L. Calçada (ESO), Y. Hezaveh et al.



Strong lenses (SL) 

  

 The image of an Einstein cross 2237+0305 as an example of a
gravitational lens. The explanation for this pattern claims that it
is produced by a galaxy which deflects the light from a quasar

into four distinct images 

Image, taken with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope. The
two eyes are the galaxies SDSSCGB 8842.3 and SDSSCGB

8842.4 and the misleading smile lines are actually arcs caused
by strong gravitational lensing. 36



Gravitational Strong lensing

estimate the universe’s dark matter distribution. 
constrain the cosmological models. 
measure the Hubble constant independently of
cosmic distance ladder s
see distant objects otherwise too far to observe

Why do we like it? It helps to:

37

Image credit: Wikipedia.



Cosmological interlude
Angular diameter distance in flat Friedmann-Robertson-
Walker

flat Λ cold dark
matter
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Cosmological constraints
with Strong Lenses
Combining stellar kinematics (central velocity
dispersion measurements) with lensing geometry
(Einstein radius), we can constrain the cosmic equation
of state and also the cosmological models.

observational counter part

Angular diameter distance D

in ΛCDM universe   

39

Image credit: Wikipedia.



Transformer Encoders

Thuruthipilly et al. 2022 

CNN – To extract the Features  
Encoder – To filter the relevant Features of the
image 
FFN – feed-forward network, to learn the relevant
Features

The Encoder works in 3 phases. 
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Strong lenses detection with ML

Credit: Thuruthipilly et al. 2022 

ours literature
41

Credits: https://towardsdatascience.com/

CNN – To extract the Features  
Encoder – To filter the relevant Features of the
image 
FFN – feed-forward network, to learn the relevant
Features

The Encoder works in 3 phases. 



This dataset mocks a ground-based, multi-band survey.  
The training set 20'000 x 4 images. 
The challenge data set consists of 100'000, (101x101) px images
in each of four bands (u,g,r,i).
train a model to distinguish lensed sources from not lensed.

Bologna Lens Challenge:

Simulated datasets are needed because these kind of events are
really rare and we need a lot of data to train a model.

Thuruthipilly et al. 2022  trained a model with 93% accuracy on
the simulated data.

Strong lenses detection
Through self-attention

Credits: Metcalf et al. 2019 

s
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u
la
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the Kilo-Degree Survey is a large optical imaging
survey in the Southern sky 
 Using the VLT Survey Telescope (VST), located at the
ESO Paranal Observatory, KiDS has mapped 1350
square degrees of the night sky in four broad
optical bands filters (u, g, r, i).

Kilo Degree Survey KiDS

KiDS collaboration found 197 lenses in the released data
using CNN architectures. 

Strong lenses detection
KiDS survey 

Credit: https://kids.strw.leidenuniv.nl/
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We are searching for lensing galaxies z lens < 0.4 in
KiDS DR4 
We created cutouts of 200 tiles  (~20 % of the total) 
Cutouts of galaxies in 4 optical filters
Most probable candidates are  inspected by
volunteers

Strong lenses detection
KiDS survey - our test

re
a

l 
da

t
a

Lens found in KiDS data

work presented at the IKiDS busy week 2022
44

Credit: Grespan et al., in prep 

new SL

candidate!



Candidates are visually inspected by 5 people
Scores: 

5 (sure), 
3 (maybe), 
1 (interesting), 
0 (nope). 

Candidates that were recognized by at least 2
people as potential lenses or got 5s were further
considered. 

Strong lenses detection
On Real data - KiDS survey

5, for sure

a bear

work presented at the IKiDS busy week 2022
45

Credit: Grespan



found 97/169 
visually inspecting ∼200 tiles 0.4% true positives 

Our model

On Real data - KiDS survey

 lens

candidate

in RGB

Strong lenses detection

work presented at the IKiDS busy week 2022
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Credit: Grespan

tot ~25000 objects
~500 visually inspected
1 strong candidate



Let's REWIND
real quick

02
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Do you remember this?
 Machine learning can process data (once trained) much faster than other
techniques.
It can  analyze that data for us without our instructions on how to do it

It sounds like a dream,
right?
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Do you remember this?
 Machine learning can process data (once trained) much faster than other
techniques.
It can  analyze that data for us without our instructions on how to do it

The honeymoon is soon over when you realize that you don't
actually know what the model is thinking

It sounds like a dream,
right?
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Is your partner like a "black box" to you?

Do  you have trusting issues?

50



 It happens to everyone
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we need to
talk you are

right

 

There is only one solution
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Now I can answer to THE question. 
Why an astronomer is doing a datascientis job?

Because even though we went through a lot I know my partner.
I have domain knowledge of my data.
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The training data is purely simulated and relatively
simple compared to the data from the KiDS survey.  
We are looking for SLs in the entire data sample,
whereas the previous searches on KiDS only focused on
the Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) and  bright galaxies
(BGs).  
We have not cleaned the data to remove glitched
images.  
As a result, the number of false positives in the
candidate sample can be high. 

Domain knowledge mode: ON
What went wrong
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Credits: Metcalf et al. 2019 



Activation image

lens detected by our model
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Credit: Grespan Credit: Grespan



Activation image

lens missed by our model
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Credit: Grespan Credit: Grespan



Current project
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Transfer Learning - what is it

Dataset 2

Dataset 1
Learning

system task
1

Learning
system task

2

knowledge
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We have a model which is performing well on simulated data. Why not use
it on real data?
KiDS found lenses very few, not enough to train a dataset!

Transfer Learning - how we are using it

 

An example from simulated dataset A strong gravitational lens seen from the KiDS survey 59

Credits: Metcalf et al. 2019 Credit: Grespan



 

But always watch out!
Overfitting is always
around the corner

60 Credits: keras.com



Tricks to increase dataset size
Data augmentation - Rotation
We want to be in control of what we are doing, so we do it by hand.

61
Credit: Grespan Credit: Grespan



We want to be in control of what we are doing, so we do it by hand.

Tricks to increase dataset size
Images augmentation - Gaussian Noise

Gaussian with mu=0, sigma=10^(-11)62
Credit: Grespan Credit: Grespan



We want to be in control of what we are doing, so we do it by hand.

Tricks to increase dataset size
Images augmentation - Zoom in/Zoom out

zoom-in of 1.563
Credit: Grespan Credit: Grespan



What if I want to train
directly on real

(unlabeled) data?

Future work
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(Inter)active Machine Learning
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Active ML
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Credit: www.v7labs.com/



Active ML - with cats

''Please identify cats,
like this one''

''ok!''
''Are these cats?''
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Active ML
We always need to train.
How to do it if we don't
have labels?

68
Credit: www.v7labs.com/



Active ML

Find the most interesting candidate

69
Credit: www.v7labs.com/



least confidence
minimum margin
Shannon entropy

There are different ways to find the most informative
candidates:

How to pick the right one? Just try and see!

Active ML

70
Credit: Andrzej Janusz IML lecture slides



Active ML

Lens or not lens this is the problem

The model trusts you, don't do any
mistake!71

Credit: www.v7labs.com/



Active ML

New samples with new
labels!

72
Credit: www.v7labs.com/



Active ML

Results at the next graduate
seminar 
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Conclusions

For BNS GW detection spectrograms work better

NLP models we have at the moment do not work for
astronomical texts

We love our  ML models, they can help us find strong
lenses

More Lenses better statistic for cosmological parameters

Gotta catch 'em all
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Thank you!
Questions?

 Remember:

Go tell it to your friends

 


